
Furthermore, a Joint Statement of
Intent on AIJ cooperation was signed
in October 1996 between the
governments of Indonesia and
Australia. This cooperation has led to a

training project in the renewable
energy area, which, however, has not
been reported to the FCCC yet. In
addition, a joint workshop was held in
Jakarta in July 1997. Through the IGP
Office, the Australian government co-
sponsored two workshops on CDM in
New Delhi (12-13 May 1998) and
Beijing (18 May 1.998, for a report on
these workshops, see /Q, June 1998,

p.s).

The IGP Office, in cooperation with
the Universicy of Mauritius and the

Australian High Commission in
Mauritius, also organised a bilateral
workshop on 1 July 1998 in Mauritius.
The aim of the exercise was to
improve the Mauritian government
attitude to AIJ/CDM and to explore
opportunities for establishing collabo-
rative projects between Australia and
Mauritius.

First application round
34 applications for projects were
received in the first round of applica-
tions. The appiications cover a wide
range of sectors including:
. renewable energy;
. enhancing energy efficiency:
. reducing emissions from energy

production and distribution; and

. forestry projects that absorb CO,
from the atmosphere.

Currently, the project short listing and

host country negotiations are taking
place.

For further in;formation, please contact:

Mr. Benn Barr
ICP Ofice
Department of Primary Industries and

Energy

GPO Box 858
Canberra City, ACT 2601
Australia
tel: +61 2 6272 4200

Jax: +61 2 6271 6599
e - mail : b enn. b an@dpie.gou. au

Recently, the local government of Berlin has commissioned the
development of a program for the Land Berlin, called "Cost-effective
Climate Change Mitigation hy Joint Implementation Projects."

Berlin Develops JI Project

The Land Berlin has committed itself
voluntarily to a CO, reduction of 50%
by 2010 as compared to the level of
1990. Berlin is investigating the
potential of achieving this target
partially through AIJ{I. The voluntary
50% emission reduction target was
formulated in the framework of the
"Climate Alliance," which is a group
of 700 European cities and communi-
ties.

Reunif ication
Between 1990 and 1995, CO, ernis-
sions in Berlin were reduced by 10%.

Although this emission reduction
looks impressive, it is unlikely that this
rate will continue as the decline
between 1990 and 1995 was mainly
due to the reunification of Berlin and
its consequent restructuring of the
industrial and household sector. It is

even doubtful whether the target of
25% CO2 emission reduction formu-
Iated in the o{ficial energy strategy for
Berlin can be achieved by 2010. This
target was formulated separately from
the 50% voluntary reduction commit-
ment mentioned above.

Berlin is invesrigating the opportunities
for JI, because it has come to the
conclusion that the potential for cost-
effective emission reduction invest-
ments at home is limited. For instance,
more than 60% of the industrially pre-
fabricated tenement buildings in
Eastern Berlin have been modernised
since the reunification of Germany in

success, however, will, among others,
depend on the readiness of the
private sector parties to provide
funding for the projects. The latter is

still uncertain since Berlin has no plans

to provide a direct reward to them in
terms of compensation for local duties
or direct grants.

For further information, please contact:

Mr. Jürgen Hacker

U MB U mw eltMan age men t Ber a tu ng

Hacker GmbH (Enuironmental Manage-

ment Consultancy)

SelchowstraJJe 1

D-14199 Berlin
Germany

tel: +49 30 897 77 20

fax: +49 30 823 45 97
e - m ail : u mb - h acker @,t- o nlin e. d e

1990. The remaining buildings will
probably need more cost-intensive
refurbishment.

Twin cities
In order to investigate the potential
for AIJ/JI the Berlin Department of
lJrban Development, Environmental
Protection and Technology has

commissioned the German JI broker
UMB to develop the program "Cosf-

ffictiue Climate Change Mitigation by Joint
Implementation Projects." The program
consist of two parts - the first part
dealing with project development and
the second part with actual imple-
mentation.

In the first phase of the program a

number of potential projects will be
investigated. The program developers
aim to. select up to ten proposals for
AIJ{I prqects in Central and Eastern
Europe.'W'ith respect to this, Berlint
priority is to select three of its twin
cities as potential locations for
projects: Budapest, Prague, and'W'arsaw.

Consultations have already started
with representatives of these cities.
After having selected the most
attractive projects, private sector
parties will be contacted and invited
to (partly) participate in the project
funding.

The first phase o[ the program is

expected to be completed by the end
of 1998. Subsequently, the actual
implementation stage will begin. Its
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